WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE

W

e are pleased to welcome you to our
organization, communicating you at
the same time our express intention to make
available for you all the information you may need
for a comprehensive knowledge on our structure
and international scope. For this purpose we have
developed a description of our services.
We intend at any time that your relationship with
us will become one of a medium or long term,
understanding this professional relationship
as one of a mutual commitment to any effect,
something in which the collaboration between the
most remarkable professionals in all the areas
we will mention in the following pages, because is
absolutely essential and our main interest.

ABOUT US

B

IGCLOSERS offers consulting and advisory services
to executives and managers, investors, companies
and agencies, foundations and funding groups, as well as
international organizations.
We maintains a close alliance both with companies
and highly qualified people located in various and
geographically strategic points around the world.
Those, who decide to contract our services and follow our
advice do so, because of our experience in management
in direct collaboration with the European merchants,
affiliated companies and partners, as well as with a team
of professional experts who are all highly qualified in their
respective sectors.
BIGCLOSERS is an elite organization, with connections
in the highest levels in the financial system as well as
in markets of a more reserved area, people of relevant
status in different sectors, countries, institutions,
regulatory bodies and governments.

PERSONALIZED ADVICE

O

ur team of financial advisors, economists and lawyers,
will be responsible at all times for advising the client in a
detailed and personalized way. Depending on the asset of the
client, each case will be studied separately, so we can offer the
best proceeding in order to complete the operation successfully.
Advisory service at all stages of the process: From the
explanation of this kind of financial opportunity and how yields
rise to the required banking and corporate documentation that
the client should provide and present later at the Trading Office.
We also offer the possibility to arrange a face to face meeting in
Madrid, Barcelona, Murcia (Spain) or London (UK). In case this
is not possible, an authorized person will travel to the location
where the Client is. The availability of last option depends on the
characteristics of the assets provided by the Client.
The clients of BIGCLOSERS look for an integral service to all
effect, with which they feel safe and confident regarding their
investments and profits.
Our company offers them this kind of global advice, which is
divided mainly into the next sections:
• Legal Advice.
• Taxation.
• Corporate Structures.
• Banking Support.
• Project Financing.
• Investment in privileged Finance Markets (VIP-Clients).

FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

I

gnorance of certain important aspects in addition to the
frequent regulations imposed by the market may cause what
the Client could see as a faux pas.
Being invited to participate in the high finance requires
specialized and personalized attention with each client.
Our sector is really hermetic by the vested interests, and
selective in regard to the benefits that any application or
financial strategy for the development of different projects can
bring.
Among the main activities BIG CLOSERS is specialized in, we
can list the following:
• Private Placement Programs / HYIP (High Yield Investment
Program).
• Buy Sell MTN (Medium Term Note).
• Exchange Currency
• Paymaster Accounts
• Monetizing of Banking Instruments.
• Global Advice (Legal, Fiscal, Corporative and Banking).
• Financial Engineering.

This presentation has allowed you having a global spectrum of
our structure, services and products.

We also want to mention that our organization is not open
to compete about yields or market speculation offered by
other groups that are just induced by the mere fact to attract
customers. We appeal to the safety above all, because your
safety is our own.
Belonging to the great structure that our organization houses, is
nowadays quite complicated and difficult for all those who don’t
follow the strict protocol established between our company
and the alliances that provide us all the described in this
presentation.
Honesty, accuracy, professionalism, transparency,
perseverance, confidentiality, integrity, planning, organization,
leadership, teamwork, commitment, motivation, sociability or
excellence are all of them some of the principles and values
by which our organization is ruled. These and other factors
are shared by all members integrating our group to a lesser or
greater extent.
From the moment when you have come to us and we have come
to you, the business possibilities within the financial system are
essentially infinitive, or as many as we can imagine, because
it is our belief that any professional target can be achieved,
without any doubt.
We feel very grateful for being able to count on you and your
resources, either in a medium or a long term partnership, but
always with a strong commitment by both parties.
Yours sincerely,

Victor Aroca
President
BIGCLOSERS GROUP
www.bigclosers.com

